Network Enterprise - Computer Services
Logistics Support
Wouldn't it be nice if Logistics were logical?
In a work environment growing increasingly complex, the strain of sourcing and managing critical
logistical elements for your operations grows. From materials management to large-scale re-locations,
NHouse Design & Technology (NHDT) removes the risk from logistics management with effective
solutions that adapt to your needs, regardless of their size or complexity.
Materials Management
Through innovative approaches and long-standing relationships with industry-recognized manufacturers,
NHDT provides full life-cycle material acquisition services. We use risk-based supply chain management
to identify and mitigate the risks to mission, schedule, and budget through the entire procurement,
warehousing, and delivery phases.
Relocation Management
NHDT merges talented personnel with enterprising solutions to provide comprehensive management and
planning for your relocation efforts. We retain a professional logistics support staff with interstate licensed
trucks and equipment. Through our partner staffing centers, we can tap extensive surge capabilities to
meet your changing needs. From transition planning to surplus remediation and libraries to laboratories,
NHDT Consulting moves with you every step of the way, managing risks both seen and unforeseen.
There is an element of risk in every business venture. Control it with NHDT.
Logistics Support Services
● Executive Level
○ Risk-Based Relocation/ Transition Planning
■Mission Focused
■Inter/Intra Dependency Analysis
○ Life-cycle Acquisition Support
■Procurement
■Expediting
■Materials Management
● Operational Level
○ Warehouse Management
○ Single or Multi-Phase Moves
○ Data Center Relocation
○ Complex Specialized Moves of Sensitive Equipment
■Weapons, HAZMAT, Laboratories, Classified Materials, Libraries, etc.
● Products/Technology

○

Relocation Management Suite
■Collaboration, Risk Management/ Dependency Analysis, Scheduled Budgets
■Technology Neutral Integrator

Risk Management Services
Take control of the risks in your business.
Unforeseen risks are a challenge for any enterprise. NHouse Design & Technology (NHDT)
systematically gathers and analyzes information, so you’re well equipped to make the critical decisions
that protect and streamline your enterprise. With over 12 years of experience, we’ll help you understand
and manage risks across a global landscape rife with political, social, economic, and technological
hurdles. NHDT' business solutions deftly fortify core operations to succeed in the face of business
interruptions. By developing innovative ideas and technologies, we mitigate risks for governments and
businesses worldwide, so they can continue to excel.
NHDT applies dynamic cutting-edge thinking to efficient program and project risk-based planning. Our
modular, impact-centered solutions are based on Enterprise Resilience Management (ERM). We offer
strategic and tactical recommendations at a competitive rate.
Rely on us for a comprehensive evaluation of all aspects of your enterprise. From categorizing assets to
understanding the information and processes that move your business forward, we’ll help you identify
risks and proactively diffuse them.
There is an element of risk in every business venture. Control it with NHDT.
Risk Management Services
● Executive Level
○ Business Consulting
■Risk-Based Investing
■Risk-Based Decision-Making
○ Program Management Support
○ Risk-Based Acquisition Strategies
○ Operational Level
■Mission Assurance Planning
■Relocation/Transition Management
■Supply Chain Resiliency Assessments
■Critical Information Protection Surveys
Project Management
Don’t let the Project Management tightrope throw you off.
Competing priorities, increasing demands, constrained resources, and personality management - just a
few of the challenges facing today's project managers. With collaboration requirements on the rise,

efficiency and cost control under the microscope, and fewer qualified resources available, today's projects
are more complex and over-arching than ever, making effective project management a crucial element of
every project.
NHouse Design & Technology (NHDT) is a one-stop-shop for all your project management needs. With
expertise ranging from information technology to construction management, to structured cabling and
logistical services, NHDT can ease the burden of managing large, complex projects and mitigate
unforeseen risks in the process.
As the leader of a team of trusted partners, NHDT delivers best-of-breed solutions to support full business
life-cycle management. We combine our risk-based management approach and innovative technologies
with the breadth and depth of qualified, industry-recognized service providers to deliver true turnkey
solutions for any project, scalable to any size and complexity.
There is an element of risk in every business venture. Control it with NHDT.
Project Management Services
● Operational Level
○ Construction Management
○ Structured Cabling Services
○ Technology Integration
● Products/Technology
○ MS Project Management
■Collaboration
■Risk Management/Dependency Analysis
■Scheduled Budgets
○ Earned Value Management System (EVMS)
Program Management
Are you managing your program, or is it managing you?
Now more than ever, it's crucial to effectively manage your programs. Complex missions, constrained
resources, and stringent execution schedules have made strong program management practices critical
for survival in these turbulent times. Gone are the days when success was measured primarily by simple
parameters like meeting schedules, costs, and budgets. Today's programs are much more qualitative measured by innovative approaches and solutions, gained efficiencies, saved dollars, customer
satisfaction, and positive public relations - especially for high-profile programs.
NHouse Design & Technology (NHDT) takes a comprehensive, risk-based approach towards program
management. We go far deeper than the standard vulnerability assessments to accurately gauge the
threats, vulnerabilities, and impacts that affect both tangible and non-tangible program assets; then we
determine and prioritize the risks to the entire program. NHDT helps today's program managers make
smart risk-based decisions and investments, ensuring that valuable resources are deployed where they're
needed most.

There is an element of risk in every business venture. Control it with NHDT.
Program Management Services
● Executive Level
○ Executive Risk Management
○ Knowledge Management
○ Project Management
○ Change Management
○ Performance Measurement
○ Security Management
● Operational Level
○ Small Business Utilization Solutions
○ Life-cycle Acquisition
■RFP
■Source Selection
■Award
○ Document Control
○ Business Process Re-engineering
○ Conference Management
■Accreditation Management
■Vendor/Exhibitor Coordination
● Training
○ Project Management Suite
■Collaboration
■Risk Management/Dependency Analysis
■Scheduled Budgets

